The cytoplasmic cage domain of the mechanosensitive channel MscS is a sensor of macromolecular crowding
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INTRODUCTION

Life, as we know it, is inseparable from water. Solvation sets chemical potentials for all soluble components inside and outside the cell, affects intermolecular interactions, drives hydrophobic assembly, and provides free space for diffusion and macromolecular dynamics (macro-MD). Crowding effects are strong because many equilibria and reaction rates inside the cell have generally steeper dependencies on the macromolecular excluded volume than on ionic strength or osmolarity by itself (Cayley et al., 1991; Minton, 1998; van den Berg et al., 1999; Ellis, 2001; Zhou et al., 2008). Although mutual compensatory mechanisms between increased ionic strength and macromolecular excluded volume exist, the primary purpose of osmoregulation is the maintenance of a sufficient amount of free water in the cytoplasm (Record et al., 1998). Cells actively regulate their water content by accumulating or releasing ions and small compatible osmolytes (Wood, 1999), but the mechanisms that sense and define the setpoints for water activity and volume fraction are still unclear. Although several candidates for primary osmosensors in different organisms and cell types have been proposed (Reiser et al., 2003; Liedtke, 2005; Wood, 2007; Wang et al., 2012), no mechanistic hypothesis that would connect their function with the fractional volume of water exists.

Free-living microorganisms are frequently subjected to hydration stresses and possess robust osmoregulatory systems. In hyperosmotic conditions, bacteria accumulate ions and compatible organic osmolytes to retain water (Csonka and Hanson, 1991; Wood et al., 2001; Cayley...
and Record, 2003). Under steady growth conditions, the internal turgor (hydrostatic pressure) inside bacterial cells decreases with an increase in external osmolarity (Cayley et al., 2000). However, in the event of a sudden drop of external osmolarity, bacteria release accumulated osmoles through several types of mechanosensitive channels acting as tension-activated release valves. Gradual increase of tension in the cytoplasmic membrane of *Escherichia coli* opens the low-threshold YbdG channel (Schumann et al., 2010), exhibiting an MscM-like activity, followed by the more conductive MscK (Li et al., 2002) and mechanosensitive channel of small conductance (MscS; Levina et al., 1999) and several other species such as YjeP, YbiO, and YnaI (Edwards et al., 2012). When tension in the membrane approaches the lytic limit (11–14 mN/m), large-conductance mechanosensitive channels (MscLs) release larger osmoles (Sukharev et al., 1994) and rescue the cell from lysis (Levina et al., 1999). One should remember that in the event of moderate osmotic adjustments, even brief opening of the nonemergency MscS valve results in dissipation of vital ionic gradients and clearly comes at a metabolic cost. Apparently, to suppress spurious openings at sustained moderate tensions, MscS shows adaptive behavior that leads to closure and subsequent inactivation (Akitake et al., 2005, 2007; Boer et al., 2011; Kamaraju et al., 2011).

In the inactivated state, MscS does not conduct or respond to tension (Akitake et al., 2005). Examination of the WT MscS crystal structure (PDB ID 2OAU [Steinbacher et al., 2007]) obtained in foscholine (in the absence of lipids) suggests that its conformation resembles a nonconductive inactivated state (Sukharev et al., 2007). This state is characterized with the gate uncoupled from the external stimulus because of the splay of peripheral TM1–TM2 helical pairs being separated from the gate formed by sharply kinked TM3 helices. For the same reason, the structure does not possess functionally important D62–R131 bridges. A more recent crystal structure of WT MscS obtained in a partially open state in dodecylmaltoside (PDB ID 4HWA [Lai et al., 2013]) shows a different splay of unsupported TM1–TM2 pairs, indicating that the conformations of these domains are sensitive to the type of detergent replacing the membrane and that their positions in the lipid bilayer are likely to be different. Several attempts were made to create a model of the resting state, which would have a direct connection to transmit force from the lipid-facing helices to the gate (Akitake et al., 2007; Anishkin et al., 2008a; Vásquez et al., 2008; Belyy et al., 2010a). This conformation is likely characterized by a more parallel packing of TM1–TM2 helices, forming a buried hydrophobic interface with TM3s (see Fig. 1), from where the channel would be able to open by membrane tension transmitted through the peripheral helices to its gate (Belyy et al., 2010a). The previous searches for the gating-competent resting state and models for opening and inactivation considered primarily conformational changes in the transmembrane (TM) domain, although there were indications that the movements of the TM domain generates coupled movements in the “cage” (Koprowski et al., 2007; Nomura et al., 2008; Machiyama et al., 2009).

The possibility of a salt bridge formation between the tips of the TM1–TM2 loops (D62) and the equatorial region of the cage (R128/R131) was first noted in MD simulations (Sotomayor and Schulten, 2004), and the functional role of these bridges was experimentally demonstrated by Nomura et al. (2008), who found that disruption of these bridges with mutations strongly speeds up channel adaptation. Another important observation was made by Grajkowski et al. (2005), who first reported that adaptive closure of MscS comes much faster in the presence of indifferent polymers such as polyethylene glycols, dextran, or Ficoll on the cytoplasmic side, implying involvement of the hollow cage domain. Subsequent genetic screens for gain- and loss-of-function mutants performed by the same group (Koprowski et al., 2011) revealed multiple new loci affecting gating, including one potent mutation at the interface between TM3b and the β domain of the cage (G168D) that strongly affected the process of adaptation.

In the present paper we go beyond previous studies and show that MscS inactivation is exquisitely sensitive to excluded volume effects and that the cage domain directly participates in sensing the cytoplasmic crowding of large-molecular-weight compounds and voltage. We develop a new molecular model of the resting state that includes several previously unaccounted features and propose a consistent explanation for the role of the cage and specifically the TM3b–β interface in the functional cycle of MscS. We show opposite effects of interface-stabilizing and destabilizing mutations on MscS inactivation, suggesting that in active states the mutual arrangement of TM3b and β domains are likely to be different from that in the crystal structure. Molecular simulations of the resting and inactivated state models illustrate how geometrical parameters of the molecule (lateral expansion of the TM domain and compaction of the cytoplasmic cage) lead to the coupling between membrane tension and crowding pressure, both acting synergistically in driving the inactivation transition. We propose the first structural mechanism of crowding sensing by a mechanosensitive channel and discuss the physiological context in cells surrounded by elastic peptidoglycan, where this function might be particularly important.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Modeling and simulations**

We used the extrapolated motion protocol (Akitake et al., 2007; Anishkin et al., 2008b) to generate a set of nonrandom models from the crystal structure of WT MscS (PDB ID 2OAU [Steinbacher...
et al., 2007). The unresolved N-terminal domain was modeled with Rosetta (Anishkin et al., 2008a). Arranged as cycles of small (0.1–0.5 Å) displacements extrapolated from the previous step, energy minimizations, and short relaxing MD simulations (see details in the supplemental text), this protocol generates strings of interconnected conformations covering 5–15 Å domain displacements within 50–100 steps. The protocol was implemented with the Tcl/Tk language in NAMD2-VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). The library of ~86,000 models generated from different starting points was sorted using automated searching scripts identifying spatial proximities of specific groups or domains. The specific search criteria included (a) sufficiently tight rings of L105 and L109 forming a nonconductive gate, (b) intersubunit salt bridge between the tip of the TM1–TM2 loop (D62) and the equatorial region of the cytoplasmic cage domain (R128 or R131; Nomura et al., 2008), (c) an extensive buried contact between TM2 (A63-F80) and TM3 (V99-L115) in the resting state and separation of these helices in the inactivated state (Belyy et al., 2010a), and (d) TM3 helix straightened near G113 in the resting state or kinked in the inactivated state (Akitake et al., 2007). An additional criterion for the choice of the pair of resting and inactivated states was the difference of the effective in-plane areas of the TM barrel that was estimated from the inactivation and recovery kinetic curves (~8 nm²) (Kamaraju et al., 2011). The candidate models without perturbations of the secondary structure were embedded in the fully hydrated and preequilibrated lipid bilayer assembled from 220 POPC molecules, energy minimized, and then equilibrated in all-atom MD simulations for 20 ns, followed by refinement using a 5-ns symmetry-driven simulated annealing (Anishkin et al., 2010).

To explore the structural changes in MscS under increased crowding in the cytoplasm, we visualized the effect of cytoplasmic cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the C-terminal half of the cytoplasmic cage (residues 183–280 in each subunit, 2,751 atoms per complex). The force acting toward the C-terminal half of the cytoplasmic cage (residues 183–280 in each subunit, 2,751 atoms per complex). The force acting toward the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have approximated the pressure of the large macromolecules by a force acting on the cage compression using steered MD. We have ap...
It soon became obvious that imposition of the D62–R131 bridges results in a more upright orientation of the peripheral helices and vertical displacement of the TM3 barrel inside the TM1–TM2 shaft. In extrapolated motion protocol trials, this transformation generally (not always) correlated with straightening of the crystallographic G113 kink and reformation of a less prominent kink near G121. In the crystal-like inactivated state, D62 formed a salt bridge with R128. We did not stipulate the in-plane area change in the TM domain between the modeled resting and inactivated states, but we found it very close to the experimentally estimated 8 nm² (Kamaraju et al., 2011).

The candidate models were embedded in the fully hydrated and preequilibrated POPC lipid bilayer, energy minimized, and equilibrated in all-atom MD simulations for 20 ns, followed by symmetry-driven simulated annealing (Anishkin et al., 2010). The models are shown in Fig. 1 (A and B), with the detailed structure of the gate region and surrounding domains shown in Fig. 1 (C and D).

The conformation assigned as inactivated (Fig. 1 A) is similar to the initial crystal state, with prominent kinks at G113 and tight packing of the TM3b–β interface. In this putative inactivated conformation, the peripheral TM1/TM2 helices are splayed but at a smaller angle than in the crystal structure, allowing the D62–R128 salt bridges to form. The TM1–TM2 pairs are partially detached from the gate region such that the hydrophobic side chains in the buried zone are packed more loosely than in the resting state. The TM1–TM2 splay increases the effective in-plane area of the lipid-embedded TM domain compared with the resting state (Fig. 1 B). In most of the candidate models for the resting conformation, the TM3 helices were reproducibly kink-free until G121, the entire TM3 barrel was moved up inside the sheath of peripheral TM1–TM2 helices, and the TM3b helical segments were dissociated from the β domains within the cytoplasmic cage. The changes in side chain packing associated with the detachment of TM3b’s from β domains are shown in Fig. S1.

The transition from left to right would represent recovery from inactivation to the gating-competent resting state. Experimental measurements of recovery kinetics show that it is a relatively slow process in molecular scale taking, 1.3–2 s for WT MscS (Akitake et al., 2005). It involves several changes: compact packing of helices

**Figure 1.** Modeling of the resting and inactivated states of MscS based on the crystal structure predicts simultaneous changes at the TM2–TM3 and TM3b–β domain interfaces. (A and B) Displayed are MD-equilibrated models of the inactivated (A) and resting (B) states in the explicit lipid bilayer. (C and D) The details of TM cage domain interactions with critical side chains shown for the inactivated (C) and resting (D) state where the gate (L105 and L109) is coupled to the peripheral helices through the hydrophobic TM2–TM3 (F68, L72–L111, and L115) contact. The model of the inactivated state resembles the crystal conformation (PDB ID 2OAU); however, the splay of the peripheral TM1 and TM2 helices (ocher and green) is less. In both conformations, D62 residing on the TM1–TM2 loop forms a salt bridge with either R128 in the inactivated or R151 in the resting state. The resting state model predicts straightening of the crystallographic G113 kink, a substantial separation of TM3b (dark blue) from the β cytoplasmic domain (purple), and a translation of the gate region upward.
and formation of a more extended and tight contact between TM2 and TM3 (Fig. 1, C and D), which are accompanied by movement of the TM3 barrel inside the TM1–TM2 sheath by approximately two helical turns (from the cytoplasmic interface toward midplane of the membrane), straightening of TM3s, and detachment of the TM3b helical segment from β domains and reformation of D62–R131 bridges, which stabilize the resting state. The inactivating transition is likely to involve the same changes in reverse, which results in a visible decrease of the cage profile in the cytoplasm. Although its own internal volume does not change much, because of the vertical displacement, the cage occupies a smaller volume when the sharp kinks at G113 are in place and the TM1–TM2 pairs are separated from the inner TM3 barrel.

We have also identified an intermediate conformation in which the TM3b segments are partially attached to the β domains, but the peripheral TM1–TM2 pairs are in the upright position, attached to the gate, and form the salt bridges with the cage. This conformation may take place in N117V and N167V mutants described below (see also Figs. S2 and S3).

**MscS inactivation is increased in the presence of crowding agents**

Like activation, MscS inactivation is driven by tension; both transitions originate from the closed state (Kamaraju et al., 2011). The ability of MscS current to adapt with time under sustained tension (Akitake et al., 2005; Belyy et al., 2010b) produces decaying current traces that represent the sum of sequential processes of adaptive closure and complete inactivation. The two kinetically intertwined processes are distinguished by the “comb” pressure protocol that includes a prolonged conditioning step of tension with interspersed short saturating pulses testing for the availability of noninactivated channels. In control experiments, the amplitude of current responses to test pulses gradually decays with time, representing the kinetics of tension-dependent inactivation (Fig. 2).

The presence of crowding agents such as Ficoll 400 on the cytoplasmic side shifts the activation curve in response to ramp stimuli toward higher pipette pressures (Fig. 3 A), signifying that the crowding pressure acting primarily on the cytoplasmic domain interacts with the gate and counteracts the tension. The presence of crowders also changes the character of response to the comb protocol (Fig. 2), leading to immediate inactivation after the first test pulse. In the presence of 10% Ficoll, the rate of inactivation increases by more than one order of magnitude, as measured at the same amplitude of conditioning pulse equal to the midpoint pressure ($p_{0.5}$) of MscS activation determined in ramp experiments. Surprisingly, the presence of 10% Ficoll did not visibly change the kinetics of recovery (Fig. 2 B).

Figure 2. Responses of WT MscS to crowding agent Ficoll 400. (A) The trace was recorded at 20-mV pipette voltage with stimulation by a 30-s step of constant pressure with five evenly interspersed saturating test pulses of 0.1 s in length (comb protocol). The peaks of current responses to test pulses in the control (0% Ficoll 400) reflect the kinetics of inactivation. In the presence of 10% Ficoll, the MscS population opens in response to the first pulse and then completely inactivates. (B) The kinetics of recovery after inactivation. The inset shows the pressure protocol consisting of a prolonged step of pressure followed by a series of test pulses. The kinetics of recovery is not influenced by 10% Ficoll.

Polyethylene glycol (PEG 3350) at a concentration of 25 mM (~7.5 vol%) exerted the same strong effect on inactivation and slowed down the recovery (Fig. S4).

**The TM3b–β domain interface**

To proceed with analysis of mutations, we first visualized (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1) and analyzed the residue interactions at the TM3–β domain interface, which underwent a substantial rearrangement upon modeled transition from the inactivated to resting state. In the TM3b–β-bound conformation representing the crystal-like inactivated state (Fig. S1 A), we observe several critical interactions. The side chain of N117 interacts with the backbone nitrogen of N167 and packs with F151. The backbone of N117 forms α-helical hydrogen bonds with the backbone of both critical hinge residues, G113 and G121 (Akitake et al., 2007). Besides the terminal oxygen of N117, the backbone of N167 also interacts with the backbone amide oxygen of F151. G168 packs in close proximity of G113 and N117. The crystallographic TM3–β contact is predicted to be essentially desolvated.
Upon straightening of TM3 in the resting state (Fig. S1 B), the hydrophobic neighborhood is largely dispersed, liberating the side chains of N117 and N167. The separation of many hydrophobic side chains is energetically feasible because N167 and N117 become favorably solvated. The general prediction is that crystallographic packing will be stabilized by isovolumic replacement of N117 or N167 by apolar valines. The G168D mutation identified by Koprowski et al. (2011) in the random mutagenesis screen is located at the interface between the cytoplasmic β domain and the C-terminal end of TM3b. Introduction of a charged and bulkier substitution is expected to stabilize the open conformation, which has the most unfolded TM3b-β contact. We have analyzed 10 single and 3 double substitutions in this region, as summarized in Table S1. The most drastic and interpretable effects of several mutations are described below.

The G168D mutation affects the gating transitions and sensitivity to crowding agents

Current responses to triangular ramps of pressure for WT and G168D MscS are presented in Fig. 3 A. WT exhibits moderate asymmetry of response (hysteresis), showing a lower midpoint of the current–pressure curve on the descending limb of the ramp in comparison with the ascending limb, whereas G168D exhibits much stronger hysteresis and closes only at tensions near zero. The hysteresis is the manifestation of a slow closing rate ($k_{\text{off}}$), which appears to be especially slow in the mutant. This closing transition was confirmed with a specific (pulse-step) protocol; the population was subjected to a full activation by a short saturating pulse followed by a prolonged step of lower pressure, during which the closing kinetics were recorded. The resultant decaying current traces (Fig. 3, B and C) were fitted with monoeXponential functions, producing a linear dependency

Figure 3. The crowding effects of 5% Ficoll 400 on WT and G168D MscS opening and closing. (A) Under symmetric ramps of saturating pressure, both WT and G168D MscS open at similar tensions yet G168D closes much more slowly, resulting in greater hysteresis of the closing portion of the activation curve. Upon the addition of 5% Ficoll, activation curves for both WT and G168D shift ∼10% to the right (shown in red). (B and C) Pulse-step protocols revealing the kinetics of channel closure ($k_{\text{off}}$) at different tensions for both WT and G168D. The current relaxation traces are shown before (B) and after (C) the addition of 5% Ficoll. Arrows indicate the pressure that was applied for the 2 s step during which the closing kinetics were monitored. (D) The closing rates from each of these curves (before and after 5% Ficoll) are plotted against the applied tension ($n = 3$ for each). The alteration of closing kinetics after 5% Ficoll is more pronounced for WT than G168D MscS. The inset shows a theoretical single barrier energy profile. The solid line represents the transition from closed to open in WT MscS, whereas the dashed line corresponds to G168D; the deeper and wider energy well for the open state of the mutant indicates a stabilization of the open state and a slower closing rate.
of the natural log of $k_{off}$ on tension ($\gamma$, mN/m; Fig. 3 D). The same range of decay times was achieved for the G168D mutant at much lower pressures (Fig. 3, B and C, red arrows), which shifts the position of the ln($k_{off}$) curve to much lower tensions (by 2 mN/m). Extrapolation of the fitting line to zero tension (the $y$ intercept) gives estimations of intrinsic closing rates of $2.430 \pm 270$ s$^{-1}$ ($n = 6$) for WT and only $107 \pm 24$ s$^{-1}$ ($n = 6$) for G168D MscS. The slopes of these curves represent the tension dependency of their closing rates and can be interpreted as the difference of in-plane areas between the open state and rate-limiting barrier for closing, based on a putative single-barrier energy profile (Fig. 3 D, inset) for the tension-gated transitions of $2.430 \pm 270$ s$^{-1}$ (mN/m) ($n = 6$), which is smaller than that found for the G168D mutant ($-1.54 \pm 0.16$ s$^{-1}$/mN/m) ($n = 6$). This suggests that the open state of G168D is more stable and might have a deeper and/or wider energy well than WT. Equivalently, the mutant may have a different position of the rate-limiting barrier, which is farther from the bottom of the open-state well compared with WT.

Ramp responses measured in the presence of 5% wt/vol Ficoll 400 showed a 10 ± 6% ($n = 10$) shift of the activation curve midpoint toward higher pressures for WT MscS, as measured on the ascending limb of the ramp (Fig. 4 A, red trace). The midpoint on the descending limb also shifted toward higher pressures (22% ± 10%, $n = 10$), signifying stabilization of the resting state compared with the open state. The maximal current amplitude at saturating tensions also tended to decrease by 10–20% as the result of partial inactivation of the channel population. For the G168D mutant, the response to the ascending limb shifted comparably with the WT; however, the rate of channel closure did not appear to increase as dramatically as in WT, and a decrease of maximal current was less pronounced. The alteration of closing rates by Ficoll was further investigated by repeating the pulse-step protocol for WT and the mutant (Fig. 3 C). The closing rate versus tension plot, based on three separate patches of both WT and G168D in the presence of 5% Ficoll, shows that the WT MscS curve shifts by ~40% toward higher tension, whereas the G168D curve only has a 4% shift (Fig. 3 D, gray lines). This indicates that the G168D mutant is less susceptible to crowder-induced alterations of the closing rate of the channel.

Fig. 4 shows the typical responses of WT and G168D MscS to pulse-step-pulse protocols, revealing the degree of tension-dependent inactivation. After a 10-s conditioning step of approximately half the tension required to open all the channels (p0.5), a mean of 70% of the WT population remained active, whereas the remaining channels recovered from inactivation with a time constant $\tau$ of $1.4 + 0.4$ s ($n = 10$). However, in the presence of 10% Ficoll, WT MscS inactivated completely, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 A. The G168D population generally resisted inactivation under similar conditions (10-s conditioning step of subsaturating tension), even in the presence of Ficoll (Fig. 4 B). To compare the inactivation resistance of G168D with another noninactivating mutant, G113A, we applied the same protocol.

![Figure 4](https://example.com/figure4.png)

Figure 4. The crowding effect of Ficoll 400 on WT, G168D, and G113A MscS inactivation. (A–C) Pulse-step-pulse protocols were used to investigate the tension-driven inactivation of WT (A), G168D (B), and G113A MscS (C), with the difference between the initial and final pulse (black arrows) representing the relative amount of inactivation. After exposure to 10% Ficoll on the cytoplasmic side of the patch, WT MscS completely inactivates, G168D resists inactivation, and G113A displays an intermediate amount of inactivation (red arrows). (D–F) The same pulse-step-pulse protocol was applied at varying step pressures to several different patches of WT, G168D, and G113A ($n = 3$ for each) in the absence and presence of 5% Ficoll 400. The resulting fraction of available channels was plotted against tension to illustrate inactivation. The inactivation of WT MscS channels was greatly increased in the presence of Ficoll (D), whereas G168D remained largely unchanged (E) and G133A inactivated moderately (F). In the experiments requiring multiple stimulations (D–F), we used a lower concentration (5%) of Ficoll because 10% severely compromises the stability of patches.
The G113A mutation favors a straight pore-lining helix and has been shown to impede inactivation in the absence of crowders (Fig. 4 C; Akitake et al., 2007; Kamaraju et al., 2011). Upon the addition of 10% Ficoll, G113A showed moderate inactivation. Fig. 4 D shows data from three WT MscS patches and describes the inactivation of the channels in response to 10-s conditioning steps of varying tension. WT MscS shows its maximal inactivation of roughly 40–50% of channels upon exposure to a 10-s step of tension of ~8 mN/m, seen as a dip in the data. Upon addition of 5% Ficoll, this inactivation drastically increases, with 80–90% of the population becoming inactivated. G168D is much less susceptible to tension-driven inactivation in identical procedures, with <15% inactivation (Fig. 4 E). After exposure to 5% Ficoll, inactivation remains <20% for G168D (n = 3). G113A shows intermediate inactivation (~40%, n = 3) in the presence of Ficoll, as seen in Fig. 4 F, indicating that the mutant is more sensitive to crowding than G168D. The fact that G168D inactivates much less than G113A in the presence of crowders indicates that the intact TM3b–β interface has a stronger contribution to the stability of the inactivated state than helical flexibility at G113 and that the cage is intimately involved in conveying the crowding pressure perturbation to the gate. Notably, the active channel population is entirely present in the first saturating test pulses in the 10s protocol for both WT, G168D, and G113A (Fig. 4, A–C); this shows that crowding agents at these concentrations do not drive the channel directly into the inactivated state and tension is absolutely required to inactivate MscS.

We have also tested the disaccharide trehalose, a compatible osmolyte, for similar effects in a concentration range up to 1 M, which constitutes 24 vol%. Although at this concentration trehalose also shifted activation curves to the right, it did not change the extent of inactivation of WT or G168D MscS (Fig. S5).

G168D MscS is insensitive to voltage

Fig. 5 shows traces of MscS currents evoked by the same step-pulse pressure protocol recorded at different voltages. The near-saturating step kept the entire population open for 5 s, whereas the super-saturating step at the end was applied to indicate any adaptive closure or inactivation that could occur during the step. As seen from the traces, the WT population reduced its conductance at −60 mV pipette voltage (depolarizing) and quickly closed and completely inactivated at −80 and −100 mV, consistent with the previous results (Akitake et al., 2005). An alanine substitution at residue 168 did not change this behavior. The G168E mutant displayed slight inactivation at −100 mV, and the G168D mutant showed no inactivation at all. These data suggest that the conformational changes in the cage are also critical for voltage-dependent inactivation, which likely proceeds through the common pathway with tension-dependent inactivation involving kink-stabilizing TM3b–β interactions. Based on a recent study (Cox et al., 2013), it is also possible that the cage...
acts indirectly as a voltage sensor, in contrast to previous conjectures that charges on TM1 may be responsible for voltage-dependent gating (Bass et al., 2002). It is likely that the driving force for closure is electroosmotic water flux (Anishkin et al., 2008b), which may lead to partial desolvation and shrinkage of the cage, which would be analogous to the desolvating effect of crowders.

**Hydrophobic substitutions near the TM3b–β interface stabilize nonconductive states**

As suggested by the comparison of the inactivated and resting conformations (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1), disruption of the hydrophobic neighborhood of residues forming the TM3b–β domain interface is facilitated by the presence of two polar residues, N117 and N167. Isovolumic replacement of these asparagines with more hydrophobic valines is predicted to stabilize the tightly assembled crystallographic state.

Fig. 6 compares the traces of N117V and N167V MscS populations versus WT obtained with ramp, pulse-step, and pulse-step-pulse protocols. WT showed full activation with 1-s ramps, its closure within a 10-s period took place at tensions near the midpoint, and it moderately inactivated during a 5-s step and recovered with a characteristic $\tau$ of $1.4 \pm 0.4$ s ($n = 10$; see also Table S1). In the presence of a high concentration of crowders (10–15%), ramp responses showed only partial activation of MscS, whereas the rest of the population inactivated silently without opening (red trace). As indicated by measurements in the PB113 mscL-positive strain, both valine mutants activated at much higher tension than WT ($\sim 13$ mN/m). N117V showed reduced activation with a 1-s ramp and closed with a $\tau$ of $\sim 0.1$ s at tensions close to 90% of saturating tension. This indicates substantial silent inactivation and a destabilized open state in this mutant. Under a 5-s conditioning step of subsaturating tension, N117V closed very quickly and inactivated almost completely. However, this mutant recovered three times faster than WT, with a $\tau$ of $0.5 \pm 0.02$ s ($n = 3$). N167V could not be readily activated by a 1-s ramp, also indicating massive silent inactivation preceding opening. It was impossible to keep this mutant population in the open state for longer than 500 ms, even under saturating pressure, indicating a strongly destabilized open state. Under pulse-step-pulse protocols, N167V inactivated silently and completely yet also recovered much faster.
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**Figure 6.** Effects of hydrophobic substitutions for N117 and N167 on the resting, open, and inactivated states. Three similar protocols for WT MscS and the mutants N117V and N167V are shown. (left) Upon being subjected to a 1-s pressure ramp, WT MscS displays its characteristic opening and closure, whereas both N117V and N167V refuse to open. (middle) The patches were then subjected to a closure protocol similar to those from Fig. 4 (B and C). N117V and N167V require near-saturating pressure to hold the channels open long enough to monitor closure, and both close much faster than WT MscS. (right) Lastly, the patches were subjected to an inactivation protocol beginning with a saturating pulse followed by a conditioning step and ending with several pulses of saturating pressure to monitor the process of channel recovery from the inactivated state. The N117V and N167V MscS mutants showed more inactivation than WT MscS after the conditioning step, yet both mutants recovered faster, with a characteristic time of recovery ($\tau$) of $0.5 \pm 0.02$ s ($n = 3$) for N117V and $0.6 \pm 0.2$ s ($n = 3$) for N167V. Both of these recovery rate values were lower than that found for WT MscS ($1.4 \pm 0.4$ s; $n = 10$).
more quickly than WT MscS, with a $\tau$ of 0.6 ± 0.2 s ($n = 3$). When these two valine mutations were combined to create N117V/N167V MscS, the channel was again nearly impossible to activate with a 1-s ramp and showed complete inactivation under moderate tension (not depicted).

Silent inactivation from the resting state and quick recovery suggests that in these mutants the resting state is conformationally closer to the inactivated state. It appears that these transitions occur without substantial separation of TM3b from the $\beta$ domain and may only involve the separation of TM1–TM2 pairs from TM3 (Fig. S3). It is also possible that the unstable open state in valine mutants has a different conformation compared with WT, which is predicted to have kink-free TM3 helices in the open state (Akitake et al., 2007).

The predicted inactivated state is susceptible to axial compaction coupled to lateral expansion of the TM domain

The data above show that crowding acts synergistically with tension-driving inactivation. However, the question of how tension and crowding perturbations communicate within the channel remains. We designed steered simulations to mimic crowding pressure acting on the channel from the cytoplasmic side and observed a susceptibility of the resting and inactivated states to this type of perturbation. Although crowding pressure of smaller macromolecular components might be acting normally to the cage surface, larger crowders that are unable to approach the membrane too closely would primarily exert pressure along the main axis of the channel toward the membrane. In the following simulations, we have approximated the pressure acting on the cage domain in the direction normal to the membrane. The membrane-equilibrated models of the resting and inactivated state were subjected to gradually increasing steering force applied to all main chain atoms of the lower hemisphere of the cage directed toward the membrane midplane. The force increased exponentially from 0.001 to 0.1 kcal/mol/Å. These forces were purposely much larger than the actual osmotic forces acting on the cage in experiments to observe the character of domain interactions in the 20-ns time frame accessible in all-atom simulations. Fig. 7 (A and B) shows the initial and 16-ns frames of a 20-ns simulation of the resting (A) and inactivated models (B; after the 16th ns, the exponentially increasing force was causing nonphysiological distortion of the structures). Analysis of these two states indicates that the upward cage displacement resulted in sharpened TM3 kinks (at G113) and increased splay of TM1–TM2 pairs, stabilizing and somewhat exaggerating the inactivated state and causing a significant in-plane expansion. Steered motion of the cage in the resting model did not lead to such distortions and caused an increase in the in-plane channel area only half as large. Fig. 7 C shows the changes in the molecule’s geometry with time, tracing the distances between the cage and TM domain’s centers of masses in the course of compression. Fig. 7 D depicts simultaneous changes of the volume that the cage takes in the cytoplasm and the mean in-plane area of the TM domain. It is clear that the vertical displacement of the cage, especially in the inactivated state, is coupled to a large lateral expansion of the TM domain. A volume change of $\sim 20$ nm$^3$ experienced by the cytoplasmic domain is substantial. Because the thermal energy of 1 k$\beta$T = 4.1 atm × 1 nm$^3$, the pressure that would generate this energy over a 20-nm$^3$ compression path is $\sim 0.2$ atm, which corresponds to an osmotic imbalance of only $\sim 9$ mOsM. Note that 10% wt/vol Ficoll 400 used in our experiments has an osmotic pressure of 70 mOsM, meaning that it creates an energy bias toward a more compact state by $\sim 8$ kT. A coupled expansion of the TM domain by $\sim 8$ nm$^2$ under tension of 7 mN/m would by itself generate a bias of $\sim 14$ kT toward the inactivated state. The observed coupling between the two geometrical parameters (Fig. 7, E and F) appears to be the structural underpinning of the enhancement of tension-driven inactivation by crowders.

Experiments presented on Fig. 3 A show that crowding agents also shift activation curves to the right, making opening harder. Based on simulations, crowding pressure could stabilize the resting conformation relative to the open one by making it slightly wider in the membrane and thus decreasing energy gain from tension on opening. Another stabilizing contribution might be increasing the number and stability of TM1–TM2 linker contacts with the $\beta$ domains (in particular, the D62–R131 salt bridge). Such closed conformation would still be capable of opening because of the stable TM2–TM3 contact (membrane stress transmission route to the gate) but may open at a slightly higher tension, as observed in our experiments (Fig. 3 A, red traces). The inactivated state is predicted to be more strongly stabilized because of increased TM2–TM3 separation, which facilitates expansion of the TM1–TM2 barrel.

Consistent with the slow kinetics of inactivation (5–10 s at near-midpoint tensions), in our 20-ns steered simulation of the resting state, we did not observe any tendency to switch to the inactivated conformation even at highest axial pressures exerted on the cage. Neither did we observe recombination of the $\beta$ domain with the TM3b helix. Apart from the timescale, it could be also because we did not apply high enough tension, which is required for triggering the transition as observed in our experiments in the absence or presence of Ficoll (Fig. 4, A and D). To visualize the transition, it would take a set of specially designed long simulations with simultaneously applied tension to the TM domain and pressure on the cage, and possibly enhanced sampling techniques, to overcome the energy barriers underlying the slow rate of inactivation.
D I S C U S S I O N

The experimental measurements of MscS activity in excised patches using advanced pressure protocols (Fig. 2) show that the channel is exquisitely sensitive to crowding agents on the cytoplasmic side, which shift activation curves to higher tensions and drive immediate inactivation after the first activating pulse. Because resting MscS can undergo two parallel tension-driven transitions, to either the open or inactivated state, crowding appears to bias the process toward inactivation (Fig. S2). The volume percent of the crowders present in our experiments (5–10%) was lower than the typically estimated macromolecular excluded volume for *E. coli* cells grown under standard conditions (~30%; Zimmerman and Trach, 1991; Record et al., 1998). This means that the observed effect is not caused by exaggerated experimental conditions and thus pertains to the physiology of osmoregulation. How can this crowding-dependent MscS disengagement be beneficial for bacteria?

Solute-accessible volume of the cytoplasm (reciprocal to macromolecular excluded volume) is a parameter tightly regulated by cells through accumulation or release of small osmolytes. Bacterial mechanosensitive channels perceive excessive internal pressure in the form of membrane tension, which is generated in the cytoplasmic membrane in a curvature-dependent manner according to...
to the law of Laplace. The cytoplasmic membrane of *E. coli* is not free but is instead covered by both an elastic peptidoglycan layer (cell wall; Koch and Woeste, 1992; Yao et al., 1999) and the outer membrane, which are stressed under normal turgor pressure of ~1–3.5 atm (Cayley et al., 2000) and undergo additional distension under osmotic downshock. We propose that the presence of an elastic cell wall acting as a corset stipulates a feedback system that would sense and modify the efflux of small osmolytes depending on the degree of cytoplasmic crowding.

Let us first consider a cell devoid of a cell wall that is initially in osmotic equilibrium with the external medium. On moderate medium dilution, hypoosmotic swelling will dilute internal osmolytes and reduce the osmotic gradient, but stronger swelling and building membrane tension will activate mechanosensitive channels, which would release part of the internal osmolytes and thus relieve the pressure inside. Once this tension drops to the subthreshold level, the channels close. As a result, this cell would gain some extra volume after the osmotic downshock, and this sequence cannot result in a return to previous levels of small solute accessible volume (illustrated in Fig. 8) unless the conditions suddenly reverse toward higher external osmolarity. Even if mechanosensitive channels remain open after establishing the new equilibrium in a more hypoosmotic medium, this would not result in a cell volume decrease.

MscS, which is attributed exclusively to walled cells (Pivetti et al., 2003; Balleza and Gómez-Lagunas, 2009), functions in a different context. Because of metabolite accumulation, bacterial cells typically have relatively high internal hydrostatic (turgor) pressure (Cayley et al., 2000). This pressure acting on the cytoplasmic membrane from the inside is counteracted by the compressing force from the cell wall, and this balance maintains cell volume and shape (Vollmer and Höltje, 2001). Therefore, not only the internal volume but also the fraction occupied by macromolecules is the result of fine balance between the external compression and turgor created primarily by small metabolites. When in special experiments intracellular components were chemically washed away, the sacculus shrunk substantially (Yao et al., 1999). A qualitatively similar effect is expected in the event of osmotic membrane permeabilization. When mechanosensitive channels are open under osmotic downshock, the release of osmolytes and simultaneous water efflux are greatly assisted by the elastic recoil of the peptidoglycan. A prolonged action of channels in this case can potentially let out more osmolytes than needed, resulting in excessive condensation of the cytoplasm. A feedback system that would detect excessive crowding and timely disengage the channels will prevent cell shrinkage and cytoplasm “over-draining.” The behavior of MscS in the presence of crowders described above clearly indicates the presence of such a feedback.

Our data show that the crowding-sensing mechanism increases the rate of tension-driven inactivation, which involves the hollow cytoplasmic domain (cage). Searches for conformations that satisfy the presence of functionally important D62–R128/R131 salt bridges (Nomura et al., 2008) resulted in a new arrangement of helices in the TM domain, which straightened the G113 crystallographic kink and led to the separation of the TM3b segment from the β domains in the cage. This conformation characterized by tight interactions between the peripheral (TM1–TM2) helices and the gate region (TM3) was assigned as the resting state, whereas the splayed crystal-like model was considered inactivated. The detachment of the β domain from TM3b resulted in a slightly more prolate conformation of the cage as compared with the inactivated state with β domains attached to TM3b (Fig. 1, A and B). Subjected to steered compression in MD simulations (Fig. 7), the two conformations...
exhibited similar compliances in the axial direction but very different lateral expansions of the TM domain. These suggested that when the closed channel experiences tension and starts switching from the resting to the inactivated state (Kamaraju et al., 2011), not only does it expand in the plane of the membrane, but it also becomes more receptive to crowding forces acting on the cage. The simulations strongly suggest an allosteric interplay between the geometries of the TM and cytoplasmic domains that makes the bulk parameter of macromolecular pressure inside the cell act synergistically with the interfacial parameter of membrane tension.

How does this coupling occur? Our data suggest that crowding pressure by itself (in the studied range) does not produce inactivation, but moderate tension applied to the peripheral TM helices is required to trigger the transition. Under super-threshold tension and low/no crowding pressure the channel willingly activates. When crowding increases, the resting state is stabilized and the activation threshold increases. However, when this threshold is reached, tension diverts the population into the inactivation path (Fig. 2 and Fig. S4). We have pinpointed several loci in the channel that change in the course of the inactivating transition. The major event is kink formation at G113 (Akitake et al., 2007), which accompanies detachment of the TM1–TM2 pairs from the gate and produces lateral splay, which in turn increases the “footprint” of the channel inside the membrane (Kamaraju et al., 2011). The G113-kinked conformation of TM3s is then critically stabilized by association with the β domains in the cage. This last step is supported by the effect of contact-destabilizing mutation G168D (Fig. 4), the mutant which barely inactivates and is practically insensitive to crowder-induced inactivation. Importantly, G168D MscS does not inactivate with strong depolarizing voltage either (Fig. 5), indicating that voltage-driven inactivation (Vasquez and Perozo, 2004; Akitake et al., 2005) proceeds through the same pathway as the crowder-assisted inactivation. According to the inflected traces in Fig. 5, it may not be voltage per se, but more likely ionic current and an associated electroosmotic efflux of water (Anishkin et al., 2008b) that tends to reduce the internal volume of the cage and collapse TM3s, which might be analogous to the effect of crowders. Previous studies (Akitake et al., 2007; Belyy et al., 2010b) have shown that this buckling of TM3 at G113 (and thus inactivation) can be inhibited via a G113A substitution, which increases the helical propensity at that point. The fact that G113A is more susceptible than G168D to crowder-induced inactivation indicates that the association of TM3 and the β domain is not just a major requirement of inactivation but can impose a kink in TM3 even in the presence of G113A.

In steered simulations under normal force mimicking the effect of crowding pressure, we observed a clear difference in the behavior of the modeled resting and inactivated states. In the latter case, the detachment of the TM1–TM2 pairs from TM3s and lateral barrel expansion is reinforced by the normal pressure. Thus, under conditions where both a normal force (crowding) and membrane tension are applied, the inactivated state of the channel is favored.

The effects of mutations stabilizing the TM3b–β association (N117V and N167V) were more complex. These mutations strongly destabilized the open state even at saturating tensions, leading to speedy inactivation in the absence of crowders. The recovery of these mutants from the inactivated state was unexpectedly fast (Fig. 6), suggesting that the closed and inactivated states in these mutants are more similar than in the WT and the conformational path for recovery is shorter. The modeling predicted that even with the stable G113 kink imposed by stable association of TM3b with the β domain, the TM1–TM2 loops can salt-bridge to the equatorial arginines (R128 or R131) and the helices themselves can form buried contact with the gate such that the channel can open, although at tensions higher than normal (Fig. S3). The effectively shorter pathway between the closed and inactivated states in these mutants is likely caused by the absence of the vertical TM3 barrel displacement impeded by the stabilized G113 kinks.

In conclusion, the fraction of cell volume allocated for macromolecules is a parameter tightly regulated by cells through accumulation or release of small osmolytes. We have only begun to understand mechanisms that regulate the crowding-dependent transport of osmolytes across the membrane. In the present work we show that MscS, the primary turgor-regulating valve in E. coli, is also one of the sensors of internal crowding. Following the earlier observations by Grajkowski et al. (2005) and Koprowski et al. (2007, 2011), we have characterized MscS as the first sensor of cytoplasmic crowding and explained its adaptive inactivation mechanism in the context of a small cell encased in an elastic peptidoglycan sacculus. Although not all MscS homologues found in other species inactivate (Nakayama et al., 2013; Petrov et al., 2013), this mechanism has implications for the entire family of MscS-like channels carrying similar cytoplasmic cages that are structurally connected to the gate through the pore-lining helices. This domain, previously considered as a prefilter (Naismith and Booth, 2012), was recently shown to impart some ionic selectivity to MscS and its homologues (Zhang et al., 2012; Cox et al., 2013). Our data now provide the first conjecture as to why MscS-like channels are ubiquitously distributed in all domains of life characterized by cell walls and a reliance on turgor for the maintenance of their volume, shape, and mechanical strength.
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